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The electrifying tale of a New York City
police detective under siege-by an
unsolved murder, by his own dark past, and
by a violent stalker seeking revenge.Back
in the run-and-gun days of the mid-1990s,
when a young Billy Graves worked in the
South Bronx as part of an aggressive
anti-crime unit known as the Wild Geese,
he made headlines by accidentally shooting
a ten-year-old boy while struggling with an
angel-dusted berserker on a crowded street.
Branded as a loose cannon by his
higher-ups, Billy spent years enduring one
dead-end posting after another. Now in his
early forties, he has somehow survived and
become a sergeant in Manhattan Night
Watch, a small team of detectives charged
with responding to all post-midnight
felonies from Wall Street to Harlem.
Mostly, his unit acts as little more than a
set-up crew for the incoming shift, but after
years in police purgatory, Billy is content
simply to do his job.Then comes a call that
changes everything: Night Watch is
summoned to the four a.m. fatal slashing of
a man in Penn Station, and this time Billys
investigation moves beyond the usual
handoff to the day tour. And when he
discovers that the victim was once a
suspect in the unsolved murder of a
twelve-year-old boy-a savage case with
connections to the former members of the
Wild Geese-the bad old days are back in
Billys life with a vengeance, tearing apart
enduring friendships forged in the urban
trenches and even threatening the safety of
his family.Razor-sharp and propulsively
written, The Whites introduces Harry
Brandt-a new master of American crime
fiction.
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The Whites: A Novel eBook: Richard Price, Harry Brandt: Set in a crime-ridden precinct of New York, Richard
Prices The Whites lures readers into a gripping murder mystery with an unforgettable The Whites - The Books - The
Book Club - ABC TV By the co-writer of the HBO miniseries The Night Of A masterpiece, to stand with such earlier
Price classics as Clockers and Lush Life . . . [The Whites has] a The Whites: : Harry Brandt, Richard Price The
Whites is the crime novel of the yeargrim, gutsy, and impossible to put down. I had to read the final 100 pages in a
single sitting. I began being fascinated, Book review: Richard Prices new novel, The Whites - The Whether you call
it a crime novel or a mystery novel or a giraffe with polka dots is largely irrelevant - The Whites is, simply put, a great
American novel. - Dennis Interview: Richard Price, Author Of The Whites Haunted Cops And By the co-writer of
the HBO miniseries The Night Of The electrifying tale of a New York City police detective under siege-by an unsolved
murder, by his own dark The Whites: Harry Brandt: Bloomsbury Publishing The Whites is a 2015 detective novel
written by Richard Price under the pen name Harry Brandt. The book was published on February 17, 2015. Scott Rudin
is Review: In The Whites, Richard Price Tries on a Pseudonym in a [The Whites has] a compelling plot, yet the
real joy of the book lies page by page, line by line, in its brilliant characterizations, rich detail, : The Whites: A Novel
(Audible Audio Edition): Richard The electrifying tale of a New York City police detective under siege-by an
unsolved murder, by his own dark past, and by a violent stalker seeking revenge. The Whites: A Novel: : Richard
Price, Harry Brandt: Books By the co-writer of the HBO miniseries The Night Of A masterpiece, to stand with such
earlier Price classics as Clockers and Lush Life . . . [The Whites has] a Review: The Whites by Harry Brandt
London Evening Standard Written under the pen name Harry Brandt, his new novel, The Whites, is as much an
entertaining story as it is an examination of the job of - Buy The Whites: A Novel book online at best prices in India on
Amazon.in. Read The Whites: A Novel book reviews & author details and more at The Whites: A Novel by Richard
Price writing as Harry Brandt But when he is called to the 4 a.m. stabbing of a man in Penn Station, Billy discovers
the victim is the White of one of his oldest friends, Book Review of The Whites by Harry Brandt, Richard Price at
The Whites, the title of Richard Prices riveting new novel, is a reference to the great white whale in Moby-Dick a book
that seems to be a The Whites: A Novel eBook: Richard Price, Harry Brandt: Amazon Richard Price used a
pseudonym for his new novel, The Whites, but in retrospect, he wishes he hadnt. It was going to be different from my :
The Whites: A Novel eBook: Richard Price, Harry Put simply, Brandts debut police novel, The Whites, is a cracker
the work of a serious writer clearly revelling in the chance to cover different You Will Get Yours - The New Yorker
His ninth novel, The Whites, reinforces that view. Its a masterpiece, to stand with such earlier Price classics as Clockers
(1992) and Lush Buy The Whites: A Novel Book Online at Low Prices in India The Editorial Reviews. Review.
Richard Price isnt fooling anybody with this Harry Brandt business only he could have written The Whites. It has
everything that Review: The Whites by Richard Price writing as Harry Brandt The Whites: A Novel. Written by:
Richard Price , Harry Brandt Narrated by: Ari Fliakos Length: 10 hrs and 30 mins Unabridged Audiobook. Release
Date:02-17- The Whites Audiobook When Richard Price adopted the pen name Harry Brandt for his new novel, The
Whites, this practitioner of hard-edged literary fiction Summary and reviews of The Whites by Harry Brandt
(Richard Price) Buy The Whites (International Ed.) by Professor of the History of Christianity Richard Price (ISBN:
9781627794459) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery The Whites by Richard Price, Harry Brandt ,
Paperback Barnes FINALIST FOR THE L.A. TIMES BOOK PRIZE 2015 IN THE MYSTERY/THRILLER
CATEGORY Every cop has a personal White: a criminal who got away with The Whites by Harry Brandt Reviews,
Discussion, Bookclubs, Lists Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Whites: A Novel at . Read
honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Richard Prices The Whites is the best American crime novel of
the Twenty years on, six members of a gung-ho group that was willing to make a discreet hash of the rule book are
still haunted by their Whites, : Customer Reviews: The Whites: A Novel The Whites (International Ed.): :
Professor of the The Whites is grippingly immersive, its characters and the world they move through, indelible. : The
Whites: A Novel (9780312621308): Richard Price The Whites has 7302 ratings and 1091 reviews. Paul said: This
Whatever the case, The Whites is among the absolute best crime novels of the year. The main
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